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ABSTRACT
Conference papers and recommendations on the

implementation of Chapter 1 services are reviewed. Four issues of
concern emerged from the research papers. These issues were reviewed
by a panel of experts, and a set of recommendations was developed for
more effective and prudent application of Chapter 1 principles and
funding. These recommendations are the following: (1) funds should be
concentrated in schools in neighborhoods with high percentages of
children living in poverty, and funds should not be cut off from
these schools when achievement increases; (2) the allocation of funds
should be school-based in high pove:ty areas; (3) families should be
involved in activities that enhance the educational capacity of the
home and reduce home-school dissonances; (4) Chapter 1 funds should
be set aside to support projects which evaluate and add to the
knowledge of educational disadvantagement; (5) schools should be
allowed to use Chapter 1 funds for training, technical assistance,
and capacity building; (6) Chapter 1 services should enrich students'
understanding of school subjects, rather than providing only
remediation of basic skills. A list of the papers and the panel
members is included. (VM)
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Designs for Compensatory Education:

A Brief Review of Conference Papers and Recommendations

Introduction

In June 1986 a group of distinguished educational researchers
gathered to discuss specially prepared papers, and written
responses to them, dealing with the implementation of Chapter
1 of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act,
enacted in 1981. Following the discussion, a panel of experts met
to develop some recommendations for more effective applica-
tion of Chapter 1 principles, and more prudent use of Chapter 1
funds. The conference was organized by Research and Evalua-
tion Associates, Inc., under a contract awarded by the U.S.
Department of Education.

Below are brief summaries of the papers, and the discus-
sions they generated, followed by a list of the panel's points
of agreement.

Selecting Students for Chapter I Programs and Serb ices

Students receiving Chapter 1 services are more likely to be
poor, minority, and attending public (rather than private)
schools. However, because of the large demand for compen-
satory education resources in schools serving mostly poor
students, some children in need of Chapter 1 services must do
without them. Conversely, at schools with students from higher
income families, and, thus, with less strain on their resources,
some children receive Chapter 1 services who really don't need
them. This is so because 70 percent of all U.S. elementary
schools receive Chapter 1 funds and pros ide their lowest achiev-
ing students with compensatory educational services even if
these students are not objectively very low achievers.

Program and Staffing Structures

The predominant method of delivering Chapter 1 sere ices is
pullout instruction, whereby students are withdrawn from their

7,ular classes in order to receive special instruction. Though
this scenario results in modest gains, it hampers students' ability
to see a relationship between subjects taught in regular classes
and those in Chapter 1 classes, and to learn higher-order skills. It
also may encourage unintended labeling that lowers teacher ex-
pectations of their students and the students' self-esteem.
Further, research has not yet shown any particular method of
providing Chapter 1 services to be significantly superior.

Other ways of organizing Chapter 1 programs are in-class in-
iructio, which provides services within the regular classroom
and whose use is increasing; add-on programs, which pros ide
instruction before or after the regular school day, or during the
summer; and replacement programs, in which an entire class of
Chapter 1 students is taught from a special curriculum for a
given subject and receives no other instruction in that stfoject.

Earlier research on the delivery of Chapter I services has

added to our knowledge of how to organize instruction for dis-
advantaged youth. Small class size has been shown to increase
instructional effectiveness, as have increased instructional and
engaged time. And, while the value of compensatory summer
programs has not been conclusively established, students do
make some gains over the summer that would be unlikely if they
did not participate in the programs.

Curriculum and Instruction

Many compensatory education programs do not teach dis-
advantaged youth critical, analytical, and organizational skills;
they simply impart information. It is necessary, however, to
teach these skills, either as a separate curriculum area or in-
tegrated into all courses.

It is also crucial to match instructional methods to student
needs, although there is a danger that gcouping students accord-
ing to ability will result in inappropriate tracking. Generally, low
achievers benefit from a teacher's actively carrying the subject
content to students and working with them until they master it.

Many Chapter 1 services are split off from the regular pro-
gram, because schools find it difficult to blend them. Moreover,
Chapter 1 students are frequently taught in a manner different
from other students. They may be taught through memorization
and rote learning, have less interaction with their teachers, and
use less interesting materials. In addition, Chapter 1 students
may actually spend less time than regular students on reat"ng
development since they are in compensatory education classes
while the others are reading in their regular social studies and
science clasePs.

Chapter 1 programs may also be based on the faulty assump-
tion that program students have different, mutually exclusive,
educational needs from those of other students; and that these
students can be easily categorized, separated, and served by
discrete categork al programs (i.e., for limited English speaking,
educationally disadvantaged). Educators need to pay more at-
tention to the quality of educational services offered to students,
and to recognize that the instructional needs of students in the
anous categorical programs may be similar. Focusing on the

similanties of needs of students also decreases the possibility that
they will be stigmatized by negative labeling and tracking.

To limit the fragmentation of progran.s into regular and com-
pensatory, staff development should be provided for all who
teach Chapter 1 students, not only Chapter 1 teachers. More
creative interpretation of the Chapter 1 legislative framework is
needed also, so that schools can more closely coordinate their
various programs. Finally, it is useful to consider Chapter 1 as
adapt is e education, rather than as the more alienating compen-
satory education or even simply skills remediation.

Continued on page 2
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('ompensators Education continued troll) page I

Parent Imohenient

Chapter I L'Odation requires some t m of par ent ins oh e-
wlt in children's education, and, usually, this ins of% ement rs
beneficial. Home-based ins oh einem is most el leen% e, par-
ticularly %% hen parents au e pros Hied ss ith specific techniques and
actis Ines to foster their cluldien's lean mng, and %%hen par ents
can actually (unction as tutors. Simpler types of par cut im e-

inem are also IMpoi taut, such as pro% idrng educational
resources outside of school, and promoting good student
characteristics (e g. bellar%lor in school, use of study time,
\ ain't. 1).

Consensus of the Conference Panel

The small group of education researchers ho re% tossed the

papers presented and the discussion they ;generated formulated
six general principles for the impro% einem of Chapter 1 ssAlce.
(The principles, !lc-moo , do not necessarily take into account
Chapter is current let.2,11 11,tillt.V401k or then pollikal
feasibility.)

1. "Funds should be concentrated on schools in
neighborhoods with high proportions o/ children living in
poverty. Funds should not lw cut off from those schools when
an increase in achievement is demonstrated." Studies slim that
the longer a child spends in pow' ty the Amer his or her
academic aLlne% einem. Therefore; it is better to gne Chapter 1
funds to lesser schools, but to assure that tinkling ss ill continue
for social y ears so they can adequately des clop and implement
sound programs

2. "In schools with hi,tzh poverty concentration, the allocation
of ( homer I lands should be school -bused and could he used to
benefit all students within a targeted school.'" Using Chapter 1
funds to deli% er better educational set-% to all students in a
school, as opposed to only those in pullou: plopams, bend, s

all poor students, a large percentage of %%ham are likely to be
loss -ache% ing. Non -poser t\ schools should not r ek.ci% c Chapter
1 funds.

3. "( hapter I schools should involve families in activities that
enhance the educational capacity of the home ta(l reduce the
dissonance between the home and school." Although there
should be no statutory requirement lor oar cut insol emcnt,
serer, ! approaches should be strongly encouraged: ads 'sot)
councils, and parents and children %%or king together at home
and at school.

4. ".1 substantial portion of hapter I funds shot be set

aside to encourage and 5111)1)011 protects that evaluate extant
strategies of compensatory education, that develop and evaluate
new strategies, that generate new hnowledge about the
phenomenon of edu:ational disadrantagement and how to ad-
dress it, and that develop personnel to iron-~ with disadvantaged
students." High poverty schools should be allmed to conduct
long-term experimental programs to determine %%WI
alone and in combination, promote achic%ement. School-based
Chapter 1 1,;sezuch centers, linked %% ith teacher training depart-
ments of nearby colleges, should des clop, demonstrate, and

aluate no% and in nok at we pi act ices for both ~rainingng teachers
and staffing schools. Experimental! and other C hapter 1 schools
should also be encouraged to conduct then (..)%%n esaluations
(lather than those Federally mandated) based on their needs for
information, and share it in the %%ay they deem most beneficial

5. "Schools should be allowed to use a portion of Hub.
hapter I rc.,ources to support training, technical assistance,,

and capachpbuilding." Decisions on the use of funds for such
2

educational impimements should he made at the school--
at her than district, state, or federalle% el, for school personnel

hese a better sense of %%hat is needed than do outside agency
staff. Moreoser, unprosements should be applied to all school
programs and staff, not tits, those associated %% nth Chapter 1.

6. "Chapter I services should (arid) students' understanding
of school subjects, rather than providing only remediation
basic shills." To solve the problems of underchallenging com-
pensatory education children, broader definitions of mathe-
mat k sand reading are needed so that students are taught higher
or der thinking skills and are intellectually stimulated.

Wendy Sam art/

Conference Papers
Po% erty, Achievement and the Distribution of Compensatory

Education Services, by Mary M. Kennedy, Richard K.
Jung, and Martin E. Orland (UD 025 692)

Selecting Students and Services for Compensatory Education:
Lessons from Aptitude-Treatment Interaction Research, by
Penelope L. Peterson (UD 025 693)

Selecting Students and Services: Reactions; by William W.
Cooley (UD 025 694)

Selecting Students and Services for Chapter I: Reactions, by
Marshall S. Smith (UD 025 695)

Summer Programs and Compensatory Education: The Future
of an Idea, by Barbara Hey ns (LID 025 696)

Chapter 1 Programs Reduce Student-to-Instructor Ratios
but Do Reduced Ratios Affect Achievement? by Harris M.
Cooper (UD 025 697)

Inst, aLtional Setting. Key Issue or Bogus Concern, by Francis
X. Archainbault, Jr. (UD 025 698)

Program and Stalling Structures: Reactions from a Quarter-
Ceniu orker in Compensatory Education, by Freda
NI. Holley (UD 025 699)

Program and Staffing Structures: Reactions, by Thomas C.
Rosica (UD 025 700)

Mathematics for Compensatory School Programs, by Thomas
A. Rombe:c (UD 025 701)

Curriculum and Instruction: Reading, by Robert C'alfee (UD
025 702)

Teaching Thinking to Chapter 1 Students, by Marilyn Jager
Adams (UD 025 703)

Research Linking Teacher Behavior to Student \chievement:
Potential Implicatio., for Instruction of Chadter 1
Students, by Jere Brophy (UD 025 704)

( ;'duping Lo-Achio .qg Students for Instruction, by Louise
Cherry Wilkinson. (1_ 1) 025 705)

Curriculum and Instru.aion: Reations, by Karen K. Zunmalt
(UD 025 7(X)

Curriculum and Instruction. is actions, by A. Harry I ass055
(UD 025 707

Vision and Reality: A Reaction to Issues In Curriculum and
Instr uction for Compensatory Education, by Walter Doyle
(UD 025 708)

Parent Involsement Strategies: A Ness Emphasis on Trada tonal
Parent Roles, by Adriana de Kanter, Alan L. Ginsburg,
and Ann M. rt.lilne (UD 025 709)

Involving Parents in the Schools: Lessons for Policy, by Mil-
brey W. McLaughlin and Patrick NI. Shields (UD 025 710)
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For Your Interest: Some Recent Additions to the Literture on Urban Education
Arge: the t011oWin pubhmtions we available Pom the ERIC Door-
men( Reproduction Service, 8(X) 227-3742, 01 Call be viewed on
microfiche at a Wary that maintains the ERR' collection.)

El) 276 776
1 mal Repor t 101 the Conned ol Grew (WY Schools Secondary improve-
ment Stdv. Northwest Regional Educational Laboiatory. 1985 Su) s ey
of superintendents and principals working to improve education in 35
large urban school &mos; includes ,nformation on business/com-
munity support, basic skills tests, programs for educationally disads an-
taged students, and efforts to retain at risk students.

El) 276 848
The practice 01 Lour -lcces.s to, Treatment in. and rhittom,,s
1'0(w/of/al bliwatum in the Semndury School Jane Plihal; and others
Minnesota Research and Des elopment Center for Vocational Educa-
tion 1986. Study evaluated the extent to which lower ability students

hale access to knowledge once they are admitted to vocation school in
Minnesota. Also included are practices that enable all studentsto benefit
from ocational education

ED 277 787
1 lteliellte 101 If horn.' 1 Report porn the Planning Committee
/or the -It inevrwient Council Kati Haycock; Patricia R.
Brown Achievement Council, Inc., Oakland (CA). Outlines a
strategy for linking excellence with equity in California public
schools, where one-third of the students are ehtnic minorities, by
drawing on resources inside and outside the school. Includes
demo; aphic data; educational experiences of poor and nun-
orny students in various California schools; and descriptions of
successful programs to improve achiesement of these students
that include participation from the community, businesses,
parents, and the media.

Recent ERIC/CUE Publications
The following publications arc as arlable form the ERIC Clearinghouse
on Urban Education:

Urban DiNersi0 Series
Beyond Ingel Island: The Edo, ql Avon Americans, by Saw
Lin, Tsang and Linda C. Wing. 1985. Describes Asian American
demography and educational attainment. UDS #90.

Computer 'technology and Educational Equity, by Edmund \V.
(Jordon and Eleanor Ar mour-Thomas. 1985. Tra,- s the history of
media use, including possible allocational inequities. UDS #91.

Counseling 'Joplin( College-Bound Students, by Gilberto ,satn, a
1985 Reviews need for counseling se %ices to encourage Hispanics to

pursue higher education. UI)') #92

)lust They If "all Another Generation.' Hispanic s and Secondary
.School Rdorm, by Rafael Valdp teso. 1986. Discusses how
Hispanics are poorly served by high schools, and recommends policy
changes to res erse the trend. UDS #93.

Language Doe, sill and If Ilium Instruction, by Marcia Farr and Haney
Daniels 1986 Otters useful information on teaching \knong to eth-
nically Ms erse students. UDS #94

Trends and Issues
Pregnant and Parenting Teens: Statistics, Characteristics, and
School-Based .Support Services, by Carol Ascher. 1985. T&I #1.

Towards EAcellence n Urban Response to the Recommendations
fin Si cool Return', by the Urban Superintendents Network. 1985.
T&I #2.

Using Magnet Schools for Desegregation. Some Suggestions from
the Research, by Carol Ascher. 1986. T&1 #3.

Black Students and P,ivate Schooling, by Carol Ascher. 1986.
T&I #4.

Trends and Issues III Urban &hu'''. it Student-Based Perspec-
tive, by Carol Ascher with Carolyn Riehl and Adam Price.
i986 T&I #5.

ERIC/CUE Digests
co, 'restive Leunung ire the Urban Classroom. 1986. #30.

increasing Minority Put ticipation in the Teaching Pi otessum. 1986
#31

Teaching U urns to Linguistically Diverse Students 1986. 432.

Teachm.r; Rearlmg to Dialect Speakers 1986. #33.

nu, ,\,th Grade ;1 Meta, ions lone 10, the potential 1), °pow.
1987. #34.

Ace/nrir; bad, o/ Risk Students 1987. #35.

Order Form

rhan Diversity Series

#90 (S6.00)

#91 (S6 (X))

_#92 (S6 50)

#93 ($8.00)

1-,R1( /Ct I)igests
Lopie..rce. titi I Ickititikth

_#31

#32

#33

1 rends and Issues Series

#1 ($4.00)

_#2(S2.00)

#3 ($2.00)

#4 (S3.00)#34

___#94 ($9 75)
#35 #5 ($3.00)

Name Posit ion Institution

Address

Return this Loupon to ERIC( learmghouse Urbii I duration, Box 40, Teachers( allege. ( olunibia tinnersuy, New 1 ark, N' 1(X)27. Make LheLks
payable to Teachers College All orders must be prepaid
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Compensatory Education continued from page 2

The Parent Gap in Compensatory Education and How to
Bridge It, by Dorothy Rich (UD 025 711)

The Coordination Among Regular Classroom Reading Pro-
grams and Targeted Support Programs, by Richard L. Al-
lington and Peter Johnson (UL) 025 712)

Chapter 1 aid the Regular School: Staff Development, by Gary
Griffin (UD 025 713)

Chapter 1 and Student Achievement: A Conceptual Model, by
Maureen T. Hallinan (UD 025 714)

Chapter 1: The Cnoices for Educators (Reactions), by Michael
J. Gaffney (UD 025 715)

The Relationship Between Compensatory Education and Reg-
ular Education: Reactions, by Donald R. Moore
(UD 025 716)

The Relationship Between Compensatory Education and Reg-
ular Education: Reactions, by Richard A. McCann
(UD 025 71))

Other Relevant Reports
Three other major reports on the status of the Chapter 1 program
have recently been issued, and they, too, are being entered into the
ERIC system (please see the box at right for information on how
to locate them). They are:

A Study of Targetting Practices Used in the Chcpter I Pro-
gram, SRA Report No. 486 (UD 025 662), available from
SRA Technologies, 2570 West El Camino Real, Mountain
View, CA 94040, 415/941-9550;

The Effectiveness of Chapter 1 Services (UD 025 468), pre-
pared by the Office of Educational Research and Improve-
ment of the U.S. Department of Education and available
from the U.S. Government Pnnting Office, Washington, DC
20402; and

Local Program Design and Deasionmaking under Chapter 1
of the Education Consolidation and hnprovement Act
(UD 025 650), available from SRI International, 333
Ravenswood Ave., Menlo Park, CA 94025, 415/326-6220.

Teachers College/Columbia University
Box 40
New York, New York 10027

Conference Panel

David C. Berliner
University of P. firma

Larry Cuban
Stanford University

Edmund Gordon
Yale University

Dan C. Lortie
ersit),. of Chicago

Paul Peterson
Brookings Institution

Lee Shulman
Stanford University

ar

Availability of Full Report
The full conference proceedings upon which this newslet-
ter is based, Designs for Compensatory Education: Con-
ference Proceedings and Papers (UD 025 6911, is available
from Research and Evaluation Associates, Inc., 1030 15
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005, 202/842-2200. The
report as a whole, the individual papers that comprise it,
and the related literature (listed at left) will be available in
the ERIC syst2m. To locate these documents, please con-
sult the January 1988 issue of Resources in Education
(RIE). Each document has been assigned a UD number
(that number follows the name of the document when it
appears in this newsletter). To learn the documents' ED
numbers, please use the cross listing in RIE, or write to
Wendy Schwartz, ERIC/CUE, Box 40, Teachers College,
Columbia University, New York, 10027.
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